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On My Way
The Cat Empire

it s the first time i write down chords for a song, so there might be some
errors..  i 
think it sounds good, but suggestions are welcomed!

enjoy! :-)
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The Cat Empire - On My Way

                                    Hm
Don t send me down the hole
			 Hm
Don t send me down the hole
			 D
Don t send me down the hole
		 F#
Which way will it go go?

		 Hm
You never never know
		 Hm
You never never know
		      D
You never know the right way
	            F#
Till you ve been wrong, no

		    G
And if you want to shine
		   Hm
As your February clears
		  A             G     F#
And would your March just dissappear?

       		   Hm
You hear it on the left
		   Hm
You hear it on the left
		    D
You hear it on the left left left
	   F#
And your right right

		       Hm



You re missing in the west
		       Hm
You re missing in the west
		       D
You re missing in the west
	          F#
You follow the black kite

		  G
And even in your dreams
			      Hm
There are lights that can t be seen
                 A       G                 F#
And you re lost in where you ve been

             Hm     D
Well I m on my way
      A                        G
To where I won t look back
                 Hm           D
I heard you say with dismay
                 A                 G
That we re living on the tracks
                E
I hear the train
                                G
Whoa oh oh oh oh oh oh
              A
Whoa oh oh oh oh oh oh

		 Hm
You re living in a lie
		 Hm
You re living in a lie
		 D
You re living in a lie
	       F#
Why do you deny?

		          Hm
We re swimming in the sky
		          Hm
We re swimming in the sky
		          D
We re swimming in the sky
	       F#
So alone so high, high

		    G
And if you want to shine
		           Hm



As the sea looks to the stars
                        A          G   F#
And well you re here but very far

             Hm     D
And I m on my way
      A                        G
To where I won t look back
                 Hm           D
I heard you say with dismay
                 A                 G
That we re living on the tracks
                E
I hear the train
                                G
Whoa oh oh oh oh oh oh
              A
Whoa oh oh oh oh oh oh

musical intro

		   Hm
As your February clears
		  A             G     F#
And would your March just dissappear?

             Hm     D
Well I m on my way
      A                        G
To where I won t look back
                 Hm           D
I heard you say with dismay
                 A                 G
That we re living on the tracks
                Hm
I hear the train
            D
On my way
A                        G
To where I won t look back
                 Hm           D
I heard you say with distain
                A                 G
That we re living on the tracks
                E
I hear the train
                                G
Whoa oh oh oh oh oh oh
              A
Whoa oh oh oh oh oh oh



	          Hm
And I m on my way
            D        F#
On my way, whoa
                      Hm  D  F#
And I m on my way,    whoa
                      Hm
And I hear the train
   D                    F#
I hear the train, whoa
                      Hm
And I hear the train
          D                   F#
We re on the tracks whoa

Whoa oh oh oh oh oh oh
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